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Abstract 

Degrowth has emerged as a strong voice against the green growth 

narrative. However, it has so far left largely unshaped its vision for 

technology, thereby overlooking a pivotal element of the green growth 

narrative. This article contributes to filling this gap by analyzing the 

appropriateness of a digital technology, Artificial Intelligence, to a 

degrowth context. It does so through the angle of conviviality, a concept 

introduced by Ivan Illich and frequently used by degrowth scholars, 

which states that convivial tools should foster autonomy, creativity, and 

relationships among humans and with nature. This paper specifically 

applies Vetter’s Matrix of Convivial Technology to an application of 

machine learning with potential environmental benefits: predictive 

maintenance – a proactive maintenance technique based on real-time 

sensor monitoring. Three key limitations to its conviviality are identified: 

1. the high complexity of machine learning, 2. its environmental impacts, 

and 3. the size of the infrastructure it relies on. These limitations prompt 

critical reflections on the appropriateness of machine learning (as a part 

of Artificial Intelligence) to degrowth but also act as inspirations for 

reshaping the technology towards more conviviality. 
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Degrowth has emerged in the last few years as an important 
discourse within academic and activist circles. Based on an 

increasing amount of evidence indicating that absolute decou-
pling between economic growth and natural resource usage is 
highly unlikely to happen at the needed scale to remain within 
the 1.5-degree scenario (Parrique et al. 2019), degrowth calls for 
the need to re-imagine a society beyond the growth paradigm. It 
stands in strong opposition to the green growth narrative which 
argues that technology will bring the necessary efficiency improve-
ments to keep pursuing economic growth while facing the vari-
ous environmental crises. In that regard, digital technologies are 
frequently described as promising (Pollex and Lenschow 2016). 
Interestingly, while degrowth addresses key aspects of a new so-
cial imaginary by promoting principles of environmental and so-
cial justice, it has so far left largely unshaped its vision of technol-
ogy, thereby overlooking a pivotal element of the green growth 
narrative. This is the research gap that this paper aims to con-
tribute to: shaping a degrowth perspective on technology. Spe-
cifically, this paper focuses on a digital technology that lies at the 
center of political support, promises of societal and environmen-
tal benefits, and extremely high investments and research inter-
est: Artificial Intelligence (AI), and even more specifically ma-
chine learning (ML). It aims to tackle the following research 
question: Could AI be appropriate to a degrowth context? If so, 
how? 

To tackle this question, I use a central concept within the ex-
isting literature on degrowth and technology: conviviality (Ker-
schner et al. 2018, Zoellick and Bisht 2018). Ivan Illich first intro-
duced the concept of convivial tools, which he defined as “those 
which give each person who uses them the greatest opportuni-
ty to enrich the environment with the fruits of his or her vision” 
(Illich 1973, p. 21). Defined in opposition to industrial tools, the 
concept has been utilized as inspiration for what technologies 
aligned with degrowth could look like. Vetter (2018) for example 
combined Illich’s concept with a focused ethnography work with 
degrowth-related groups to develop the Matrix of Convivial Tech-
nology (MCT), a tool that has already been applied in the de-
growth literature (Bobulescu and Fritscheova 2021, Pansera and 
Fressoli 2021, Priavolou et al. 2022, Ralph 2021). The literature 
on degrowth and technology has however so far mostly focused 
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on physical technologies. A few authors external to degrowth 
have used conviviality to critique the opacity of digital tools such 
as ML (Beinsteiner 2021), or social media platforms (Christiaens 
2022). However, they do not focus on environmentally relevant 
applications of digital technologies and do not systematically as-
sess the conviviality of a particular application.

As there is little work on the appropriateness of digital tech-
nologies to a degrowth context, I contribute to filling this gap by 
applying Vetter’s MCT as an evaluation tool to assess ML, there-
by proposing an adaptation of this framework to a digital tech-
nology. This – to the best of my knowledge – was not previously 
done. I particularly focus on an application of ML with claimed 
environmental benefits, namely predictive maintenance (PdM) 
(Rolnick et al. 2023).

Vetter’s Matrix of Convivial Technology (MCT) 

The MCT (Vetter 2018) lists five dimensions important to con-
vivial technologies: relatedness, access, adaptability, bio-interac-
tion, and appropriateness, which are analyzed on four levels cor-
responding to typical technologies’ lifecycle levels: material, pro-
duction, use, and infrastructure. Each square of the MCT is filled 
with antagonist terms that help identify important characteris-
tics of convivial technologies (table 1, pp. 190 f.). The conviviality 
dimensions are described by Vetter (2018, pp. 1782 ff.) as follows:
 The relatedness dimension is defined by the question: “What 

does it [the technology] bring between people?”. Convivial 
technologies are considered to be those that support and en-
hance human relationships. 

 The access dimension is defined by the question: “Who can 
build or use it where and how?”. It doesn’t only involve access 
to the material and the means of production of the technol-
ogy but also to the knowledge and skills needed to build or 
use it. Convivial technologies should strive to be accessible 
to anyone. 

 The adaptability dimension asks the question: “How indepen-
dent and linkable is it?”. “Independent” involves “the auton-
omy to decide whether to use a technological device or not”. 
“Linkable” means that people should be “able to decide 
whether one wants to be independent or linked”.

 The bio-interaction dimension is defined by the question: 
“How does it interact with living organisms?”. This aspect of 
convivial ity goes further than just trying to reduce the envi-

ronmental impacts of the technology but includes the fact 
that it should be useful to natural processes. 

 The appropriateness dimension focuses on “the relation be-
tween input and output considering the context”. Following 
Vetter, appropriateness means “to take the whole situation 
into account, consider the local availability of materials and 
skills, and then to decide where a technology makes sense and 
where not”. I understand this dimension as a reminder that 
the analysis of conviviality (i. e., the four dimensions above) 
has to be tailored to the specific context in which a technolo-
gy is situated. I will therefore not analyze ML on the appro-
priateness dimension but will instead make sure that the 
analysis of the other dimensions is adapted to a local context. 
I do so by selecting a case example of ML in the manufactur-
ing sector: PdM. 

Case example: Predictive maintenance (PdM) in 
manufacturing

PdM refers to the process of predicting when a machine will need 
to be repaired or replaced through the continuous monitoring of 
sensors integrated within the machines or externally installed 
such as power meters, cameras, humidity, or temperature sen-
sors. The use of ML for PdM (ML-based PdM) has received grow-
ing attention in the last ten years, especially in the context of the 
Industry 4.0 narrative (Carvalho et al. 2019, Çinar et al. 2020). Rol-
nick et al. (2023) consider ML-based PdM a high-leverage appli-
cation to tackle climate change because 1. it can reduce produc-
tion waste by detecting early when a machine is malfunctioning 
and thereby prevent it from creating defective products and 2. it 
can prevent environmentally damaging leaks, for example by ac-
curately predicting pipes’ failure. Other authors argue that PdM 
can prolong machines’ lifetime, such as Abidi et al. (2022) who 
have trained an ML model on lithium-ion battery data sets that 
can successfully predict the health conditions of various compo-
nents, thereby allowing for improved maintenance planning. The 
three core characteristics of PdM as a case example in this arti-
cle are 1. the data are generated by sensors, 2. they are collected 
through real-time monitoring of these sensors, and 3. the objec-
tive is to reduce the overall environmental impacts of an indus-
trial context. 

Adapting the levels of the Matrix of Convivial Technology to 
predictive maintenance 
For the MCT to reflect the structure of ML, its levels have to be 
specified to the case example. Since the design of the MCT was 
based on an analysis of mainly physical products, its application 
to a digital product is not so straightforward. It involves for ex-
ample defining what counts as “material” for an ML algorithm. 
For this analysis, I focus on two crucial sets of physical devices 
on which PdM systems rely: data-collecting sensors and one or 
multiple server(s), resulting in the following adaptation of the 
MCT levels described by Vetter (2018, p. 1780):
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 The material level corresponds to the “harvesting,  
processing and disposal of raw matter” needed for the 
sensors and the server pieces. 

 The production level corresponds to the “assembling of  
raw materials and pre-products” for the production of the 
sensors and the server pieces. 

 The use level corresponds to the set of tasks needed for the 
development, deployment, and use of an ML algorithm for 
PdM, including data acquisition, data production, learning, 
data storage, and inference (running the trained algorithm 
to issue the maintenance alerts). 

 The infrastructure level corresponds to the “needed environ-
ment for using” the ML system, which I understand as the 
type of machines in the industrial setting that can be subject 
to PdM and the infrastructure the algorithm relies on. 

Key limiting factors to the conviviality of 
machine learning 

At each of the adapted MCT levels, I have identified various com-
ponents of ML-based PdM that contradict some dimensions of 
conviviality: 1. the high complexity of ML, 2. the environmental 
impacts of ML and 3. the (size of ) the infrastructure needed. 
Table 1 (pp. 190 f.) presents an overview of these components as 
well as the antagonist terms from Vetter’s MCT which contrib-
uted to identifying them. 

   The high complexity of machine learning 
  The first limiting factor to the conviviality of ML is its high 
complexity, englobing both the highly complex production of elec-
tronic devices (production level of the MCT), and the technical 
opacity of ML algorithms (use level of the MCT). 

Highly complex devices production (production level) 
Most electronic devices on which PdM applications rely require 
highly specific production processes and therefore result from 
a highly centralized production system. I argue that this consti-
tutes a key limiting factor to conviviality according to the di-
mensions of relatedness, access, and adaptability. 

Relatedness: It contradicts the relatedness dimension firstly be-
cause ordering devices from far-away centralized companies cre-
ates distance instead of a conjoint experience [R.P1, R.P2] 1. Sec-
ondly, today’s centralized electronics production relies on labor 
exploitation, for example in semiconductor factories in Malaysia 
where migrant workers have reported cases of abuse, illegal wage 
reductions, and forced labor (Mortensen 2019), emphasizing the 
contradiction with a dimension that aims at enhancing human 
relationships.

Access: A complex device production also challenges the access 
dimension. Taking the example of semiconductor chips, central 
to most electronic devices, the costs of investing in the produc-

tion capabilities are very high [A.P2] and the machines used in 
the process are very complex to handle which results in only a 
handful of companies producing these chips [A.P1, A.P3] (Miller 
2022).

Adaptability: The adaptability dimension is also challenged. As 
mentioned above, some components of electronic devices such 
as chips require highly special machines to be produced [Ad.P2] 
and are only economical at a large scale because the infrastruc-
ture needed is highly expensive [Ad.P1], thereby preventing the 
production from being possible everywhere [Ad.P3]. 

Technical opacity of machine learning algorithms (use level) 
ML algorithms can be very opaque due to their high complexity. 
Burrell (2016) highlights two aspects contributing to this opaci-
ty: technological illiteracy and cognitive mismatch. Technologi-
cal illiteracy means that ML development pipelines are typically 
only understood by a minority. Cognitive mismatch means that 
many ML models present inherent black-box characteristics re-
sulting both from characteristics of the models and from the scale 
at which they operate. Many applications of PdM use models 
with inherent opaque features such as neural networks, support 
vector machines, and random forests (Carvalho et al. 2019, Çinar 
et al. 2020). I argue that the technical opacity of ML-based PdM 
is a key limiting factor to conviviality according to the dimen-
sions of relatedness, access, and adaptability. 

Relatedness: Technical opacity challenges this dimension because 
a PdM system based on ML where the efforts of providing expla-
nations of its functioning have not been made or are impossible 
due to cognitive mismatch can create feelings of alienation in 
the workplace [R.U2] (Vredenburgh 2022). It can also impair the 
self-determination of the workers because they lack the neces-
sary power to control, adapt, and creatively use the technology 
[R.U3, R.U1].

Access: When it comes to the access dimension, the issues are 
numerous: technical illiteracy implies that ML is a tool that is 
often restricted to an educated elite [A.U1]; cognitive mismatch 
implies that some ML models are abstract rather than compre-
hensible [A.U3]; the high complexity of ML often forces organi-
zations to use the services of AI consultancy firms because the 
costs required to develop this expertise “in-house” are too high 
(Saha 2024), thereby making local organizations increasingly 
reliant on foreign experts [A.U2].

Adaptability: Technical opacity limits the possibilities for the 
workers impacted by the technology to change it [Ad.U1] or to 
repair it [Ad.U2] which challenges the adaptability dimension. 

1 The annotations are used to refer to the antagonist terms in table 1. Here 
for example [R.P1] refers to the term “organization centralized – organiza-
tion distributed” at the intersection between the production level and the 
relatedness dimension. 
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     The environmental impacts of machine learning 
    The second limiting factor is the environmental impact of 
ML. This includes the environmental impacts of ML’s supply 
chain (material, production and use level of the MCT), and spe-
cifically its use of rare earth elements (material level). It also in-
cludes the fact that ML classifies as an eco-innovation (use level).

Environmental impacts of machine learning throughout its 
supply chain (material, production and use level)
ML has numerous environmental consequences challenging the 
bio-interaction dimension. 

Bio-interaction: Firstly, the development of electronics comes 
with great environmental impacts. First-order environmental ef-
fects include the environmentally destructive extraction of rare 
earth elements [B.M1] but also the resource-intensive processes 
needed for the production of these devices [B.P1] (Bieser et al. 
2023) and the immense stream of electronic waste generated (Ab-
delbasir et al. 2018). Secondly, ML systems typically use a lot of 
energy through their high server utilization [B.U1] (Strubell et al. 
2019).

Eco-innovation rather than ecosystem beneficial (use level) 
ML-based PdM perfectly fits the definition of eco-innovation (Pan-
sera 2011): it is aimed at reducing the environmental impacts of 
a certain process but not at contributing something useful to the 
ecosystem. This contradicts the bio-interaction dimension. 

Bio-interaction: Convivial technologies should allow co-produc-
tivity which is not the case for PdM [B.U2]. 

The use of rare earth elements in electronics (material level) 
Electronic devices are based on rare earth elements. The current 
recycling rate of electronics is low (Abdelbasir et al. 2018) which 
means that most electronic devices result from mining. I argue 
that this constitutes a key limiting factor to conviviality accord-
ing to the dimensions of relatedness, access, adaptability, and 
bio-interaction.

Relatedness:  This dimension is challenged firstly because min-
ing companies, driven by profit incentives [R.M1], have a histo-
ry of human rights abuses (McKie 2021, Raid 2021). Secondly, 
mining practices sustain colonialist relationships of domination 
[R.M2]. Indeed, the Global North benefits most from the extract-
ed resources while most mines in which workers and nature are 
exploited are located in the Global South (Jerez et al. 2021). The 
above characteristics contradict the dimension of relatedness 
following which human relationships should be enhanced. 

Access: The use of rare earth elements challenges the access di-
mension because their extraction happens today for the most 
part in a highly centralized market where a few countries dom-
inate the resources or a few companies dominate the means of 
access to these resources [A.M1]. Additionally, mining is a highly 

energy-intensive process (Althaf and Babbitt 2021) implying high 
costs and a major barrier to access [A.M2].

Adaptability: This dimension is also contradicted. Indeed, rare 
earth elements are regarded as special materials rather than stan-
dardized materials [Ad.M3] and accessing them requires special 
tools [Ad.M1]. The high costs and energy intensity of the extrac-
tion processes also imply that accessing these materials is a large-
scale operation [Ad.M2]. 

Bio-interaction: The contradiction between the extraction of ra-
re earth elements and the bio-interaction was mentioned in the 
previous section.

     The (size of the) infrastructure needed for machine learning 
     The third aspect of ML-based PdM systems that challenges 
numerous dimensions of conviviality is the size of the infra-
structure they rely on, specifically their need for big data infra-
structure (use and infrastructure levels of the MCT). 

Real-time monitoring requires big data infrastructure (use and 
infrastructure level) 
The type of data gathered through the real-time monitoring of 
sensors, such as in PdM, is often considered Big Data (Hashem 
et al. 2015). I argue that the need for big data infrastructure poses 
issues to the relatedness, access, adaptability, and bio-interaction 
dimensions. 

Relatedness: It is complex and costly for local organizations to 
maintain the data storage capacities and computing power, as 
well as to develop the skills needed to deal with big data applica-
tions (Hashem et al. 2015). This leads many to resort to the use 
of cloud services, which I argue challenges the relatedness di-
mension. Indeed, it creates physical and mental distance between 
the users of the algorithm and the infrastructure on which it re-
lies [R.I1]. I also argue that it prevents workers’ self-determina-
tion because they lose control over their data [R.U3] (De Filippi 
and McCarthy 2012).

Access: The complexity and cost of big data infrastructures also 
restrict access to these applications to those with the resources 
to invest in such servers and expertise [A.I1, A.I2]. While the 
emergence of cloud service providers could be seen as a way to 
democratize this access, it also exacerbates the reliance of the 
technology users on foreign experts [A.U2] and makes the tech-
nology more abstract [A.U3]. 

Adaptability: The need for big data infrastructure also challeng-
es the adaptability dimension. Firstly, it prevents PdM from be-
ing operable without additional infrastructure [Ad.U3]. Secondly,
the outsourcing of tasks to cloud services means that the infra-
structure is not fully locally operable [Ad.I2] which hinders its 
self-repairability [Ad.I1]. Finally, the current tendency of cloud 
service providers to be dominated by a few multinational com-

3 
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TABLE 1: Result table adapted from Vetter (2018, p. 1780) presenting the aspects of machine learning-based predictive maintenance (ML-based PdM) 
that contradict conviviality per level and dimension of the Matrix of Convivial Technology (MCT): the environmental impacts of ML, the high complexity 
of ML, and the (size of the) infrastructure needed (“><” represents a contradiction between the antagonist terms of the MCT in this square and the 

MATERIALS
harvesting, processing and disposal of raw matter

>< environmental impacts of ML:  
use of rare earth elements

[R.M1] market-driven ----- need-driven
[R.M2] alien implementation ----- respects local traditions

>< environmental impacts of ML:  
use of rare earth elements

[A.M1] elitist ----- open to anyone
[A.M2] cost-intensive ----- low-cost

>< environmental impacts of ML:  
use of rare earth elements

[Ad.M1] special machines ----- everyday tools
[Ad.M2] big scale economical ----- small scale economical

[Ad.M3] special materials ----- standardized materials

>< environmental impacts of ML:  
environmental impacts of ML throughout supply chain

[B.M1] set of environmental impacts
illness/death ----- supports health

deteriorating soil ----- improving soil
water-polluting ----- improving water quality

air-polluting ----- supports clean air
violent ----- nonviolent

hazardous potential ----- safety proven and tested
toxic waste ----- biodegradable

PRODUCTION
assembling raw materials and preproducts

>< high complexity of ML:  
highly complex devices production

[R.P1] organization centralized ----- organization distributed
[R.P2] distance-creating ----- conjoint experience

>< high complexity of ML:  
highly complex devices production

[A.P1] elitist ----- open to anyone
[A.P2] cost intensive ----- low cost

[A.P3] secret or patented ----- knowledge freely accessible

>< high complexity of ML:  
highly complex devices production

[Ad.P1] big scale economical ----- small scale economical
[Ad.P2] special machines ----- everyday tools

[Ad.P3] special conditions ----- everywhere possible

>< environmental impacts of ML: 
environmental impacts of ML throughout supply chain

[B.P1] set of environmental impacts
illness/death ----- supports health

deteriorating soil ----- improving soil
water-polluting ----- improving water quality

air-polluting ----- supports clean air
violent ----- nonviolent

hazardous potential ----- safety proven and tested
toxic waste ----- biodegradable

LEVELS            
DIMENSIONS  

RELATEDNESS
What does it bring 
about between 
people?

ACCESS
Who can produce/ 
use it where and  
how?

ADAPTABILITY
How independent  
and linkable is it?

BIO-INTERACTION
How does it interact 
with living  
organisms?

panies such as Amazon and Google leads to a centralized rath-
er than a distributed infrastructure [Ad.I3]. 

Bio-interaction: Real-time monitoring requires a constant run-
ning time of all devices involved in the algorithm. This accen-
tuates the energy consumption of this kind of ML system (high-
lighted in the “environmental impacts of ML” section above) and 
thereby further contradicts the bio-interaction dimension [B.I1]. 

Discussion and outlook

The analysis showed that some fundamental aspects of ML-based 
PdM are in contradiction with the concept of conviviality (I ar-
gue below that these findings are relevant for ML as a whole). 

If a degrowth perspective would therefore only consider con-
vivial technologies to be appropriate, then ML would not have 
a place within the movement’s vision.

However, if we go back to Illich’s conception of a convivial 
society, we note that he did not argue that all tools in a certain 
society had to be convivial for the society as a whole to be con-
vivial. Rather, he argues that a convivial society should find a 
healthy balance between convivial and non-convivial tools and 
should strive for conviviality as an underlying value (Illich 1973, 
p. 24). Embracing this argument, a degrowth perspective would 
instead remain open to some technologies with limitations to 
conviviality, while centering conviviality as a value to aim towards. 
For ML, it can do so by turning its identified conviviality short-
comings into the following suggestions for its development: 1. 
dealing with technical opacity by promoting peer-learning, open-
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USE
procuring the task it was built for

>< high complexity of ML: technical opacity of ML algorithms
>< (size of the) infrastructure needed:   

real-time monitoring requires big data infrastructure 

[R.U1] preconfigured only ----- allows creativity
[R.U2] alienating from own body ----- useful body enhancement

[R.U3] heteronomy ----- self-determination

>< high complexity of ML: technical opacity of ML algorithms
>< (size of the) infrastructure needed:  

real-time monitoring requires big data infrastructure

[A.U1] usable by an elite ----- usable by anyone
[A.U2] need of foreign expert ----- use of local knowledge

[A.U3] abstract ----- comprehensible

>< high complexity of ML: technical opacity of ML algorithms
>< (size of the) infrastructure needed:   

real-time monitoring requires big data infrastructure

[Ad.U1] fixed once finished ----- permanently changeable
[Ad.U2] repairable by experts ----- repairable by skilled

[Ad.U3] infrastructure needed ----- independent use possible

>< environmental impacts of ML:  
environmental impacts of ML throughout supply chain

>< environmental impacts of ML:  
eco-innovation rather than ecosystem beneficial 

[B.U1] set of environmental impacts
illness/death ----- supports health

deteriorating soil ----- improving soil
water-polluting ----- improving water quality

air-polluting ----- supports clean air
violent ----- nonviolent

hazardous potential ----- safety proven and tested
toxic waste ----- biodegradable

[B.U2] suppresses organic processes ----- allows co-productivity

INFRASTRUCTURE
needed environment for using

>< (size of the) infrastructure needed:  
real-time monitoring requires big data infrastructure

[R.I1] distance-creating ----- connects with eco processes

>< (size of the) infrastructure needed: :  
real-time monitoring requires big data infrastructure

[A.I1] usable by an elite ----- usable by anyone
[A.I2] cost intensive ----- low cost

>< (size of the) infrastructure needed:   
real-time monitoring requires big data infrastructure

[Ad.I1] repairable by experts ----- repairable by skilled
[Ad.I2] operable only from distance ----- locally operable

[Ad.I3] centralized ----- distributed

>< (size of the) infrastructure needed:   
real-time monitoring requires big data infrastructure

[B.I1] set of environmental impacts
illness/death ----- supports health

deteriorating soil ----- improving soil
water-polluting ----- improving water quality

air-polluting ----- supports clean air
violent ----- nonviolent

hazardous potential ----- safety proven and tested
toxic waste ----- biodegradable

specified aspect of ML), and containing the subset of Vetter’s antagonist terms that drove the identification of these conviviality limitations. 
Note: Each antagonist term is associated with a unique code (e. g., [R.M1]) for referencing.

source ML and prioritizing explainability, 2. reducing environ-
mental impacts of ML through recycling of electronics and al-
gorithm design striving for low energy usage, 3. turning private 
cloud services into community-run infrastructures, and 4. in-
stigating democratic deliberations in the workplace on the use 
of ML systems (Meyers 2023). 

On whether these findings can be extended beyond PdM, I 
argue that the three limitations found apply to all ML algorithms 
but that the degree of intensity of the limitations varies with the 
local context: 1. the high complexity of ML is shared by all algo-
rithms but varies with the choice of model and size, 2. the envi-
ronmental impacts of ML are shared between all applications 
because they rely on the same set of electronic devices but the 
energy usage can vary with the model and size, and 3. the big 
data characteristic of PdM does not apply to all applications but 

many aspects of the infrastructure, such as the computing re-
sources, do. 

While the use of the MCT bridges the gap between the de-
growth and AI discourses, questions remain on its applicability 
to digital technologies. Indeed, some elements of the matrix con-
tradict most digital technologies, suggesting either that no dig-
ital technology is convivial or that we have to adapt the concept 
of conviviality to accommodate their unique features. For exam-
ple, it could be argued that all smartphones contradict convivi-
ality because their inner workings are hidden behind a screen, 
thereby making them abstract rather than comprehensible [A.U3]. 
Beinsteiner (2021) and Christiaens (2022) have however argued 
that it is the transparency and explainability of digital tools which 
determine their conviviality. Their perspective then allows us to 
compare the conviviality of complex neural network models with 
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that of smartphone applications or simple ML models based on 
their level of explainability and transparency. Hence, I suggest 
that while all elements of the MCT might not be directly appli-
cable to digital technologies, it is a useful framework for evalu-
ating and comparing different technologies as well as identify-
ing avenues for change.

Many questions remain however unanswered. Future work 
should for example critically assess whether the environmen-
tally beneficial applications of ML are actually relevant for de-
growth-aligned infrastructures and sectors or whether they are 
only beneficial within today’s unsustainable infrastructures.
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